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Court .Challenge
For Admissions

Jeff Hosts
N.E. A.M.S.A.
by Marianne Ritchie
and Nicholas Tepe

On Wednesday October 12, the Supreme Court of the United States
The American Medical Student
hea~d th~.first a·rguments in the case of the Regents of the University of
Association Fall Workshop, at
California ~s. 11.lan. Bakke, ~.case which many feel could represent a
Jefferson from October 14 through
16, welcomed visiting medical
~~ndmark zn c~;~l ng~ts d~~Jswns and one which has already caused-dee!' concern m umversztzes across the country.. In this report, AmEL
students from the east coast,
World News correspondent George Risi summarizes some of the issue3
ranging from Vermont to Washin this complex case.
ington, D.C. The purpose of the
program was to provide an opporby George Risi
disadvantaged backgrounds gain
tunity for medical students to
In 1973, a 32 year old former access to positions in the more
share ideas and problems with
medical students from other areas It's not football, it's not dancing, It's Humanistic Medicine at AMSA's . honor student and Vietnam veteran . resricted echelons of society. It has
named Allan Bakke applied to the purportedly been open to all races
Fall Workshop.
_
·
and discuss health care issues. ·
r---------------------------U~ff~fy~C~fornWsM~ical
b~~fuctoofym~m~~&~
Friday night began with an
School at Davis. He was rejected had been admitted under the
Experiential
("Touchy-Feely")
' that year and again the following · program since its inception, and
Humanistic Medicine Workshop.
year . Upon learning that students of m_e mbers of the white race barred
Saturday morning included a
·disadvantaged minority groups with _from participation. All minority
presentation by the Deputy
academic
credentials
less student applications under this
D\rector of the Bureau of Health
respectable than his had been program are placed in a separate
Manpower. Mr. Juan Himenez
admitted, Bakke sued the pool to compete only among
and Mr. Robert Graham exby
Richard
Perry
University. He charged that he had themselves. Bakke contends, and
plained the new Health Manpower
Could the
aftldr>··". JN_.,.-"'ft-jtieit. ·"-Wtd'tfiiftffli1ifi-~~~-'ftw ·ii~~-~.---.-.,.!tl--r:*-ii(lt.1c:
~ ~~!!-~.,~- :.: '8~~
bill, Public Law 94-484 , wfifcfr dehere at Jefferson? -Ur :" mission .~
violatio_p of the equal protection that this cons 1 utes a q o a syste
clares who will be eligible for happened
Samuel S. Conly, Jr., Associate
However, both Conly and clause of the fourteenth amendment which, in the - Court's opinion
Public Health Scholarships; where Dean and Director of Admissions Menduke agree that the implica- of the Constitution, because he was " 'becomes no Jess offensive when it
students are assigned for duty; and Dr. Hyman Menduke, tions of the Bakke question for ' white.
serves to exclude a racial majority." what is_ to be considered a shor- member of the Admissions Com- Jefferson's admissiQns procedures
After hearing arguments in the
Ultimately Bakke's claim is that
tage; how a reasonable stipend, is mittee think-it unlikely.
regarding minority: students case, last year the California he has been victimized because of
determined; etc. The next presen ~
Their main reason is that unlike depends on the extent of the Supreme Court upheld Bakke's his race. His claim is not that he or
tation, ' "The Challenges of the Medical School of the Univ~- Supreme Court's ruling in the claim by a 6 to 1 majority. This anyone else has a right to be
Working with the Elderly Popu- sity of California at Davis where case. If the decision is b_road in triggered an appeal to the U.S. admitted to Medical School, but
lation"'-, provided an overview and Bakke was refused aclmission, Jef- scope and rules against affirmative Supreme Court by the Regents of rather that he has a right to be
various perspectives from "grey ferson Medical College does not action programs because of their the University of California-, to . considered for admission as an
activists". The panel included employ a quota system for so-called "reverse discrimina- decide what many believe will be the individual, on the basis of his own
Joseph Stewart of the NYU minority and disadvantaged stu- tion", Jefferson's admissions pro- most important civil rights issue qualifications. In one segment of
Medical Center and his students, dent admissions. · Rather, the cedures, like those of most univer- since the landmark ruling of Brown their opinion, the California Court
the Grey Panthers. Their main College maintains a flexible policy sities and professional schools vs. Board of Education in 1954 eloquently affirmed this contention:
concern was promoting Geriatrics with no predetermined limit on the across the country will be affected. instituted school desegregation. "To uphold the University would
as a specialty and curriculum number of minority and disadvanWhile it-is not identified as such
The Bakke Case
call for the sacrifice of principle for
.__ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ by the Admissions Committee,
At issue in the case is the Medical the sake of dubious expediency and
cont. on pg. 9 _
Jefferson Medical College does School at Davis' policy of reserving would represent a retreat in the
embrace principles of affirmative 16 of their 100 places each year for struggle to assure that each man
action in its proceedings and does "educationally or economically and woman shall be judged on the
give consideration to race or socio- ' deprived" students under their basis of individual merit alone, a
. economic background in its review "affirmative action" program. This struggle which has only lately
of applicant credentials. Mean program has been aimed at helping achieved success in removing legal
Grade Point Averages (GPA) and those students who are from barriers to racial equality. The
MCAT scores of minority and dissafest course, the one most
advantaged students accepted by
consistent with the fundamental
the College therefore tend to be
interests of all races and with the
design of the Constitution is to hold,
somewhat lower than those of nondisadvantaged students. Mean
as we do, that the special admission
GPAs and mean Science MCAT
program is unconstitutional because
eventually result in the complete
By Richard Perry
scores for the current freshman
it violates the rights guaranteed to
merger
of
the
two
ophthalmology
Wills Eye Hospital, a well
class
are
3.48
and
654
for
all
the majority ..."
known center for the treatment of departments and their facilities
matriculants and- 3.19 and 585.5
The Anti Bakke Arguments
when
the
new
,eye
hospital
is
ophthalmologic disorders and a
for _minority lnd disadvantaged
Opponents -of the California
complete.
The
consolidation
has
major Jefferson affiliate, is
students. (source: 1976-77 Annual
decision base their argument on ·
relocating -to the TJU campus. begun already with Jefferson's first Report of Jefferson Medical
several
contentions.
Justice
yearophthalmologyresidents
taking
Currently located in cramped
College). However, Dr. Conly
-Tobriner, the lone dissenting judge
quarters at 16th and Spring their first year at Wills Eye Hos- emphasizes that "no unqualified
irr the California decision pointed
_Garden Streets, the hospital plans pital.
person is admitted to the College" out that whites are not excluded on
Construction of the new eye
_to construct a new 25 million doland Dr. Menduke added that "no
- raCial grounds because the great
lar building on the corner of 9th hospital at Jefferson is scheduled unqualified .people are graduated
majority of all applicants accepted
to begin this winter and should be
and Walmrt Streets.
from Jefferson; there is no double
are white. Other opponents (the
The move is part of tpe original completed by January 1980. The standard in our promotions."
-American
Medical
Students
new
facility
will
almost
double
the
affiliation agreement made by JefJefferson's real commitment to
Association (AMSA) in particular)
ferson and the Wills Eye Hospital existing size of the hospital but the affirmative action 'in admissions
contend that an increased number
in 1974. That .agreement joined number of beds (120) will remain was initiated· by the Board of
-·of minority physicians would·
the
same
resulting
in
more
space
the two -- in _teaching and'
Trustees several years ago and
contribute to the improvement of training programs and called for . fo r .o utpatient and specialty resulted in the establishment in
he~lth care delivery to the poor and
clinks
.
An
entire
floor
wiil
be
Wills to move closer to the Jeffercont. on
. 8
(ContinuedonpageB)
son campus. The relocation will 1 devoted to research facilities.

Conly

•.

Bakke and Jefferson

New Eye Hospital

Wills .Wills ·Wills

by Rob Lehman

..-· """"" -_.,.,,.~~·-:------
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The World of Medicine
Psyching-Out

The transplant is reported
successful and the testicles are
producing both sperm arid male
hormones. The recipient and
donor are 30 year identiq i.1 twins
from Califo rnia. The one twin was
born with normal testicles and is
the father of three children . The·
The study was reported in the
other twin born with no testicles
October 8 issue of Lancet, one of
rece ived weekly testosterone ·
the most prestigious British
injections and was able to live a
Medical Journals . The study of
normal lifestyle, be sexually active,
23·,000 users and the same number
but unable to have children. Each
of non-users began in 1968 and
now 'has one functioning testicle
was cond ucted by Britain's Royal
is sufficient for normal
Dr. tygmunt
which
College of General Practioners.
function.
by Dave Gastfriend
energetic. Qr. Piotrowski points out
The study showed the increase
Dr; Silber is also a pioneer in
Can a psychiatrist pred1ct who that in these individuals, the
in the death rate was attributable
the field of reversing vasectomies. will commit impulsive murder? Dr. propensity for violence is more than
to deaths from heart attacks, other
•
Zygmunt Piotrowski, Emeritus just intent.
·
hea i:_t diseases, . high blood
The Federal Government will . Professor of Psychiatry, thinks so,
But violent crime may not-mean ·
pressure,-1\loodclots, strokes, and
ban sodium nitrite, a preservative -and in a talk to the Department of the same thing to all ·violent
hemorrhages.
used to cure bacon, hams, and Psychiatry and Human _Behavi r on criminals. The Bremers, Oswalds
The research also shows the
lunchmeats, unless the manu- Wednesday , October'' 5, he and Sirhans who seek _to kill high ..,
death rate increases with the
facturers can prove the substance explained what makes this possible. political officials are not impulsive.
length of time women stay on the
does not lead to cancer.
"All,killers have the same lack of They plan, wait for their best ·
pill . For womeJLQf all ages the risk The tests, due by January -16, consideration for others," according chance, work secretly, and fantasize
of death is 20 per 100,000. Broken
must show that sodium nitrite to Dr. Piotrowski, "and this total with the joy ofthe hunter. When the
down it is 5 per 100,000 deaths
doesn't
react
with
other lack of conscience is comm~n to time comes their guns are always
attributable to the pill for women
violent loaded, says Dr. Piotrowski, but
substances to form nitrosamines. political · assassins,
15-35,- 34 per 100,000 for women
Nitrosamines are among the most murdere~s and rapists, also." Dr. / their controlled hostility makes
35-45, and 143 per 100,000 for
potent carcinogens known. They Piotrowski studied the inmates of them difficult to spot in advance.
women 45-50.
lead
to liver and other forms of Sing-Sing prison for twenty-five
Rapists may also wait for their
Because of these finding.s. the'
cancers.
years and found that the Rorschach right moment, fantasizing and
Royal College of Gener~l
Sodium Nitrite is used as a Test was able to identify rapists with enjoying a "pre-rape" period, but
Practioners and the Royal College
coloring agent as well as to prevent an accuracy of eighty-two percent. their crime usually involves a
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
botulism.
The Rorschach Test can distinguish stranger, for the rapist's pleasure
recommend there be no changes_in
of
nitrosamines
the potential murderer by his · comes from treating a woman as a
The
formation
usage of the pill for women under
is currently prevented by the responses to threatening situations, complete object.. "If the victim
30, that women between 30-35 who
addition of Vitamin C.
as depicted by dark color Rorschach attempts
to
develop
an
have used the pill five years or
Richard A. Lyng , President of pictures. While most people interpersonal relationship , his plot
more and smoke cigarettes should
Dr. Sherman J. Silber, a St.
either stop smoking or change Louis urologist, reported the first the American Meat Institute, hestitate in a situation perceived as may be foiled. "
believes the meat .industry will be dangerous, according to Dr.
The violent murderer usually
contraceptives, and that there successful
hU,man
testicle
should be reconsideration of the transplant at the annual meeting abl~ to comply with the deadline. Piotrowski, the p~tential murderer · attacks someone whom he knows,
•
has a .low _tolerance for anxiety and is more impulsive than the
use of the pill in women over 35. of the Amerfcan College of
The sel'aration of Siamese twins which he must alleviate. Dark color rapist or assassin ... These crimes are
Surgeons.
•
at Children ~s Hosojtal of plates are interpreted-as dangerous often' committed under the

A nine-year ·study of 46 ,000
women has shown tI:ie death rate is
in general 40 percent higher for
women who use the pill over
women (the same age) who never
used the pill.

Three American Scientists
received the 1977 Nobel Prize in
Med icine or Ph ysiology : Dr .
Rosalyn S : Yalow , only the second
woman in medicine and· only the
sixth woman in the sciences,
received half the prize while Dr.
Roger Guillemin and Dr . Andrew
Schally shared the other half of the ·
prestigious award ,
the
Dr. Yalow, a scientist
Vterens Administration Hospital
in the Bronx , NY and the late Dr.
Solomon Berson are responsible
for
the
development
of
Radioimmunoassay (RIA). (The
Nobel Prize is not awarded
posthumously.)
Dr :
Yalow
graduated from Hunter College in
New York with honors, but had to
~ or k as a secretary before
continuing her education .
RIA combines immunology and
radioactiv.e isotopes •to measure
substances in very small
concentration. RIA was developed
to furth er their research in the
control of diabetes but has since
become a major tool in research.
Dr. Guillemin, of the Salk
Institute , and Dr. Schally, of the
Veterens Administration Hospital
in New Orleans, share the other
half of the prize for their work in
proving that the brain synthesizes
hormones that control the pititary
gland.

the

Psychopath

at

Pl::wski

1

•

• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·11cllioiiinllilt..._onmp.lgm..•1_2,..__•

objects which must be fought, and influence of alchohol, and the
the increased motor activity and murderer does.not enjoy an interval
aggressive response of the potential between ' planning and the act of
killer is a diagnostic sign.
murder. Of the three categories of
The tendency for violence, as it is violent criminals , however, Dr.
encouraged in the army , for P iotrowski
fe els
that
the
example, is a n appetitive behavior- , premeditating murderer, such as
1
orie which is not satisfied by the the violent assassin, poses the
activity. People with this tendency greatest ' threat to society. These
show
a
quality
of early people also offer the worst prognosis
schizophrenics-they are very for rehabilitation. ·

ToELC~EsT9
Physicians Equipment andrSupplies Distributors for Welch-Allyn, Tycos, Burdick, etc.

',J

..

...-; ',i,-I,,~
'• t;' ~
~·
Superb German & Continental
Restaurant Since 1923
Open Monday Thru Saturday

Closed Sunday

Luncheon 11 :30 to 4:00 ($2. 7 5 -$8.50)
1
Dinner 4:00 to l0:00 ($3.95-$12.00)
Wed. to Sat. 'till 11:00 p.m. Phone WAS-2772

~· . '..· .· 'iP
't)

'

·~

Medicari! Rental and Sales
Everything for the patient: hospital beds,
wheelchairs etc.
we billmedicare' f.or you when eligible
1~109

Walnut St., Ph Ila., Pa. 19107
Phone· ~

1214 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

923~ 179 J
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CLASSES EMPTY, LIBRARY FULL
by Martin Trlchtlnger

Student Council is supporting a time allocated for his Path final
request made by Hahnemann to· the same day. In depth discussion
The October meeting of the allow their medical students access of solutions to the class attendance
JMC Student Council centered on to the , library along with free problem was postponed to a future
two areas of FacultyI Student borrowing privileges (as Hahne- meeting, when results ofa student
concern. Problems regarding cur- mann has given Jefferson medical questionnaire can be considered.
. riculum and library usage by non- ~tt,Jdents in the past). Though the Members stressed that mandatory
Jefferson students were discussed matter is the responsibility of the attendance will be only one of
and voted by the members. The Library Committee, the Student many proposals studied. Ariel
Curriculum Committee were (1) Council indicated · it~ support of appreciates .our warm reception by
er
-<
Faculty concerns that low class at- the measure by passing a resolu- Dr. Saukonnen and the rest of the
~
tion
asking
that
a
one
month
trial
committee.
·
Ill
tendance adversely effects the
< /
Ill
quality of education and (2) Soph- period be granted to Hahnemann
(;)
·
for
the
purpose
of
determining
the
omore concern over the late altera3
er
of,
use
by
students
from
amount
tion of the Rehabilitation fuial
~
Ul
the other school. A decision, they
exam.
Tennis
Anyone?
Proposed
site
for
new
recreation
facUity.
said,
could
then
be
made
on
the
To solve the problem of class
attendance, the . Curriculum basis of factual evidence rather
committee is considering · the than speculation of how the .new
abolishment of the Note Service, policy woul<;i effect the Jefferson
and the establishment of manda- community.
by Gall Greenspan
The second aspect of library
The Redevelopment Authority Pennsylvania State Legislature
tory class_attendance. The Student
In the empty fenced-off lot at agreed, and Jefferson has had the Budget for the fiscal year '77-'78,
Council pointed out that presently usage is with regard to those
there is r~luctance at TJU to allot
all medical schools have a note outside students who are at Jef- 10th and locust behind the go-ahead for nearly a year.
After ten proposals for the exact money for the construction of
service either sanctioned . by ~he ferson on six-week rotation. Barringer Residence Hall, TJU is
school itself or i:un underground Presently these students are not planning to build new recreational plans for the area, the tenth was recreational facilities right ~ow .
by the students . Als_o Hahnemann provided . ,.with night entry ot facilities. The latest plans for the finally accepted in early 1977. One Mr. Herrmann did say that the
Medical College is the only school borrowing privileges. The Student area call for two full-sized tennis of the reasons for the many plans for the tennis courts are still
known which has a mandatQry Council has asked that these courts and two platform tenn~ revisions of the plans ,was the viable, but that their construction
uncertainty of the . community was set for an as-yd-undetermined
class attendance policy. According students be given a "courtesy pass' courts.
Originally,
the
project
was
due
that
will
be.
sponsored
by
a
Jeffer(specifically the Washington · date in the future. He added that
to the Dean of that Medical
to be completed by the beginning Square West Society), as to the the erection of tennis courts at
College, the policy is not being .son medical student.
With regard to .both resolutions, of September, 1977, _according to propriety of TJU's building tennis Jefferson was not _exactly a topenforced .
President
Springel requestea that Director of Business Affairs at courts in a medically-oriented priority event, especially with the
The Council felt · that neither
suggested action was called for John Wain, the student repre- JefferS<>n. However, it seems that university. Mr. Herrmann seemed rapid development of' the new
and recommended that other ways sentative to the Library com- there have been · administrative · to feel that this difficulty had been hospital.
of dealing with the problem be mittee, act on behalf of the setbacks at almost every step that resolved, however.
In June of 1977, Mr. Herrmann
Once the courts are constructed,
worked out by the. students and Student Council by presenting has been taken towards the
predkted
that the courts would be they will be only temporary, with a
their
resolutions
to
the
full
Library
of
the
courts.
completion
faculty. As President Springel
Jefferson originally obtained the completed by Opening Exercises minimum "life" of five years.
stated, " Our responsibility is not committee.
tb make an unequivocal statement - Other action taken by the right to use the land from the City of this year. Obviously, this was Frank Dalla, the Director of
on these issues, but rather to Council at this meeting was to offi- Planning Committee and the not to be. There are several Auxiliary Services , and a member
address the concerns that have cially congratulate Dr. Carla Redevelopment Authority of the reasons for the hold-up in con- of the Jefferson Alumni Hall
been expressed by the faculty with Goepp in her position as the new City of Philadelphia. However., the structio::i, not the least of which is Commons Board, had mentioned
respect to student attitude, poor Head of the Student Affairs stipulation on the use of the land a financial pro't>lem. The SlOO,<XX> the possibility of charging the
was that Jefferson would erect budget that Jefferson Had hoped users of the courts. Who will be
attendance ,. and ineffective teach- Committee. Dr; Goepp was invited student housing there . A fter would
cover the construction costs alJowed to use the courts--whether
to
attend
all
future
Council
fog practices, anci make some
Barringer was erected, it became of the courts was substantially less Jefferson-affiliated or not--is still
and
to
establish
a
"good,
meetings
positive input to help solve or allay working relationship with the obvious that further housing was . that the $170,000 projected by the up in the air. Definite plans will
·
these concerns .,.,
not necessary. Therefore, Jefferson construction company. Due to the not be made until the construction
With regard to the Sophomot'._e Council."
petitioned to use the land for a elimination of all state appropri- is finished. And when that will be
Finally,
in
reflecting
on
this
and
'
exam scheduling, the Council took
temporary recreational facility . . ations · to Jefferson in the new is anyone's guess.
a strong position in s~pport of the last month's Student Council
meeting,
where
obtaining
a
student action to change the date.
They cited in defense of the quorum was a slight problem, Ron
Students an overwhelming support Springel indicated that the officers •
of the class to change the date (in will reinstitute the official policy of
By Scott A· Waldman
are like those of tlie medical faculty members belore an
excess of 80%). Also they indi- absences. This policy states that
Many times I have been asked school: h igh undergraduate acceptance can be offered.
cated - that ,though the calendar no representative '!lay miss more
Upon admission, the student is
had been previously approved with than two meetings ih an academic "What do you do as a graduate achievment, competitive Graduate
November 12 as a possible test year. Those representatives who student?", mostly by well-meaning Record Exam scores, and laudable confronted with the problem of
have missed either one or , two medical students who do not academic reccomendations . In the financing his or her education. If
date, there has been a lack of
meetings without being previously · realize the underlying implications Department of Anatomy, of which one is not fortunate enough to
coordination by Dr. Gonella's
excused by the President, will be of their question. Contrary to I am a member, an application qualify for research or· teaching
_Qffice with regard to the time of
informed that their continued popular belief, graduate students must also be approved by selected fellowsh ips then one must resort to
the exam. Originally students wertt
absence will result in their refuoval do not clean test tubes, break
(Continued on page 8)
notified that the exam was to occur
from
the Council.
~u~me~orcr~ko~d~a~•••••••••••••••••••••••·~~--
on November 11 in the afternoon.
Only recently however, has Dr. Editor's note: Ariel attended the day. I thought it appropriate to
Gonella changed the date to Faculty Curriculum Committee dispel some of the mystique surSaturday, November 12. Due to meeting on October 20, the day rounding the activities of this
the confusion involved the council after the student council meeting. under-represented minority in the
strongly supports the student The committee proved amenable Jefferson family and to relate some
·,
to changing the Rehab final back of the trials of the first year gradaction.
The problem regarding Library to Friday, Novemb.er 11, in light of uate student at Jeff.
The basic requirements for
u tiliaztion by non-Jefferson the overwhelming class support
students has two aspects. The and Dr. Aponte's shortening of the admission 'to the graduate school
QI

Tennis Courts Double Faulted

Embryology of·an Anatomist

1

Mendelsohn- Lu.beck & Co.
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r
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Editorial

.Overturn Bakke
The case of Regents of the University of California vs. Bak Ice
is presently under consideration by the Supreme Court. The
potential impact ~f this case on medical school admissions in
particular, and affirmative action programs in general, is
' enormous. It is being heralded a~ a landmark case comparable
to "!Jrown vs. Board of Education in 1954. This attitude is an
unfortunate one in many respects.
· The merits of the Bakke case are not sufficient to warrant
such a: .profound impact. Admission policies at U.C.-Davis
.Medical School have' been questioned in the past. Thus the basic
.problem in the case could be merely the legality of their admission policies in general rather than that of affirmative action. Alan Bakke's contention is that he was denied admission
solely because he was white, in violation of the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amend,nent. However, he was not even
among the first sixteen students on the waiting list. Sixteen
places, in the entering. class of 100, were reserved for disadvantaged students. All of the students invorved in this program
were members of minority groups. His GPA was only 3.5 In
addition, Bakke was 32 .when he first aRplied fo Davis five years
ago. For these reasons Bakke is not representative of most white
males applying to medical school.
Thus the issues involved in this case are not as clear cµt as
they should be. It is possible · that more basic issues may be
obscured by this less than ideal test case. An old legal axiom
states "bad cases make bad laws." We hope 'that this is a poor
case will not adversely affect the principle of affirmative action.
We support the policy of_affirmative action as it applies to
people who have suffered the effects of disadvantages due to
social and-or economic conditions in American society.
Discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color or sex is
fundamentally wrong. Admission policies which consider only
. GPA and MCAT scores may be discriminatory by ignoring the
fact that all applicants do not have the same background. In
some cases this discrepancy in background :Can obviously have a
large impact on stand·ardized test scores and grades.
·It has been shown that high scores and high college grades do
not necessarily correlate with one's ability to perform as a
physician. Disadvantaged students .who, at first glance, appear
"second-rate"in comparision to other applicants may, in fact,
be equally qualified when ~onsidered in a broader context.
We hope that the Supreme Court will uphold affirmative
action in its-decision. Applied to medical school admissions, this
would mean admitting students with demonstrated motivation
toward medicine and service, and capability to handle the
academic rigor ·of medical education, despite marginal
academic records as measured by traditional yardsticks of GP A
and MCATscores.
. The goal of affirmative action is to increase participation of
disadvantaged people in what are presently inaccessible roles in
society. Such a policy is the first step toward solving present and
future problems facing this country' not the least of which is
moving toward the day when such programs will be unnecessary._
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Let Academia Decide
Some thoughts and asides ·
concerning the Bakke Case
by WUllam J. Adams, Jr. '

out of the best positions in society:' by the Court ruling. In short,
Briefly, I would like · to address arguments stating that quotas are
sevefal of the more popular-and necessars to redress the effects of
more
egregious-of
these disadvantage are absurd, mereThese days one cannot ~d a -., objections. It is a simple fact that tricious and patently false, as ~e
newspaper of magazine ·without . social, . economic and ·cultural the desperate statements that minseeing articles on the Bakke case. · disadvantages are not necessarily orities will once again be relegated
The arguments for, against, and limited to the racial minorities. In · ·to the back of the bus. again be
even neither of the two parties fact , many minority members are relegated to the back of the bus.
If not quotas, then what? The
have been laid out in print. We not disadvantaged, this is clearly ·
read' for example that the indicative of the rising status of weight oflegal, moral and political
Fourteenth Amendment insures minorities. Second, a decision in recitude of any sort is not only
that race may not be taken into favor of Bakke will not destroy all invidious, but also illegal and
account ever; that race may be -the gains made by minorities in unconstitutional. All of which
taken into account sometimes; the past 20 years~ To believe this is leads to the conclusion that there
and on and on, ad nauseam. A tantamount to saying that minority should really be no court case at
close reading of the amendment, gains ~re due only to the con- all, for the following reason.
however suggests that it prohibits descending efforts of. politicians · The constitutional issue seems
arbitrary allocation of both who created th~ programs and very clear: racial discrimination is
burdens and benefits.
not due to their inherent merit. not permissible The real issue in
But there are objections that Finally affirmative action pro- · the Bakke case is not whether .
without some preference Blacks grams not involving nunerical racial discrimination is permitted
and other minorities will be fr~zen quotas will probably be unaffecte4 but rather race is an acceptable
criterion for admission to a school.
This entails asking the hot
_political question: who will define
the admissions criteria? I submit
that fairness and justice can only
be
obtained by allowing
"Academia," that is the schools
disseminating infromation
If some of the members of the
themselves, to determine, within
transmitt~d du,ring lecture
Faculty Committee on Curriclum
the
boundaries
of
the
hours is hereby declared
of the Medical College had their
Constitution, what makes a good
illegal. Any Stuqents found
way, our Student Handbook could
student. N,o formula will ·work
to be in violation of the edict
read something like this:
perfectly. There are .defects in
are · subject to immediate
standarized tests. Grade inflation
dismissal. Conversely, . any
(Excerpt from The Student
has made grading all but
student who knowingly or
Handbook, 1984-85, Jefferson
worthless. Nevertheiess, the power
not aids or abets any such
Medical College)
of discretion in determining
activity, as well as any
admissions criteria, is, and of right
I. MANDATORY AT·
student who fails to report
ought to be , the complete
TENDAN CE
such activity to the Compossession Of the individual
mittee on Student Behavior
school.
It is the responsibility of
Modification (sic) shall be
It is to be hoped that Academia
every student to attend every
immediatly dismissed.
will opt for standards that will be
official · lecture of the
just, fair and in accord with the
Medical School Curriculum. '
iii. examinations
purpose of an educational ·
Deviation from this stan1
institution, _i.e., to enlarge the
dard (i.e. absence from ~any
all examination periods
corpus of human knowledge and
duly scheduled teaching
shall be scheduled to fall
thereby contribute to the material
hour or its equivalent in
upon Saturdays, Sundays,
and spiritual benefit of society. In
lateness minute units (See
and Leg~l "Holidays· only. In
Academia, as in all walks of life,
Section 4B3•Subtitle 41 for
this manner valuable
Ortega y Gasset's words fro m THE
cafoulation) shall constitute
· ..educational time;' need not
REvotrOF'IHE MASSES holds true:
Misconduct.
be sacrificed for "evalua"The absence of any standard to
student acts of
All
tiontime" ·
which appeal can
made is ·
misconduct under this
Sound far-fetched? Perhaps, B.arbarism·." Let us hope that the
section shall be referred to
but let us all be advised that for future of our nation holds, not
the Judicial Board of the ,
the past few months our Currie- barbarism, but further promise of
Medical College for apcont. on pg. S
.iustice and freedom for all , men.
propriate action. Penalty for
unauthorized absences shall
be:
Probation - 1st Offense
Suspension
.2 nd
Offense
.
(Unequivocal) Dismissal
- 3rd Offense
Authorized Absences may
be obtained from the Office
The Student Newspaper of Thomas Jefferson University
of the President. Requests
Jefferson Alumni Hall, Box 27
1020 Locust Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107
. must be . presented in
Published rponthly at DP Graphics, 4015 Walnut Street
writing, at least one week
prior to the expected abVolume8
Number2
sence. · All such requests
Executive Editor
must bear the . signature of
James W. Lockard , J.r.
the student's academic
Issue Editor
advisor, course coordinator,
Doug Hiller
and student's parent or legal
Business Manager
, Neeraj K. Kanwal
guardian (if student is less
than 21 years of age).
.~;l~rs~Ww~e.~ ~ .· .·:::::: : : _-:_- : :
~ :: :: ~i~~~~ll~· ~~~~
Any student obse.rved
Opinions . . .. . .. .. . ... .. . . ... . . ... . . . . .. . . Elizabet h A :· McGuire -r.t:
sleeping, kn\tting ,..~ or
··Features : . .... . . . . . .. .. . .:. . .. ..... . . . . . . .. .. . . Patrick P. Sokas {
reading the paper . du.ring
Sports ~sk .... . .... : ... . ~ . . .. . . . . . ... . ... Shahab S. Minassian J
any teaching session will be
Managi~g Editor . . . . .... . .' . .. . . ... . .... . . . . . . . Edward H. Jasper t~
subject to immediate . . disM,anaging Assoc~ate .. .... . ~ . . . .. . . .. . ..... .•. . . Brenda Peterson ~
Photography Editor ... .... ... .... . . . . .. . .. Robert D. Lehman, Jr. ,
missal.
Graphics .... .... .... .. ... . . .... . .. . . .. .. .. Christine M . Kuhnle
II. STUDENT NOTE·
TAKING SERVICE
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We've Come A lorig Way
that these restrictive policies horrendous experetnces with
./
prevented outstanding students which medical student applicants
from entering professional school. from various minorities had to .
I graduated from a medical contend. Ask any rp.inority
school in 1953. My class had 10 physician in their SO's and 60's
percent Je_w~, one .Black and -one about getting into medical school
Oriental. Furthermore, thi.s and you may be quite surprised.
pattern existed in many of the
The Bakke case should remind
classes preceding and following my us that we have come a long wayby Jamie Locka~
class. It was no accident. I could and in the tight direction.
relate many personal experiences Religious and racial prejudice are
. This summer, a Pathology-handout-free respite that now seems
of colleagues and friends that ,,.extremely difficult to elimit'\ate, .. onJy a few" hours long, I read an intriguing.. book, The American
reflect the extensiveness of racial but the dramatic changes: in Medical Machine by Senator Abraham Ribicoff. Starting from the
and religious prejudice in medical : admission policies over the past 30 moot proposition "to receive medical care is the right; to provide it,
schooladmissions committees and i years is a sign that the forces of the privilege", Ribicoff delivered a well-reasoned critique of the conpostgraduate training programs, r racial and religious prejudice' can temporary health care system. Although _it was written in 1972, ~he
but I do not believe that' anecdotal be muted considerably. Of course, problems -the book delves into have changed only in scope. Physician
documentation is necessary ·for our .hope is that this type of distribution, the malpractice situation, and hospital costs ·are certhis short essay.
progress will affect other aspects tainly no better than S years ago. His diagnoses were excellent, but
Because racial and religious of our culture.
some of the senator's prescriptions were, for me, emetics; for
, prejudi.~t; no longer is an
So for those of you who are example, his proposal that all graduating physicians ·serve a com-'
important factor in the admissiQn depressed or anxious ' about the pulsory hitch for Uncle Sam doing whatever wherever we're told. Yet
of medical students, you may be Bakke decision, take heart in the Ribicoff was painstakingly fair: "At some point, we have to stop
unfamiliar with some of the fact that we have come a long way. blaming the doctors, the hospitals, the insuran".e carriers for all the
ills of American medicine. At some point, we have to start looking at
Washington, to the fact that those of us in Congress are in the same
position as Pogo, the comic strip philosopher, when he said, 'We
have met the enemy, and he is us.' "

Looking at Medicine
From ·s oth Sides Novv.

,

,1:-_.1

, by R9bert L.,B~~nt, .M.D.
. _ The Supreme Court. of the
United States will decide the
merits of the Bakke case. It will be
a difficult decisiQn because there is
merit and justice on both sides of
the issue. Regardless of whether
you agree or disagree with Bakke's
contention, the fact that the
controversy exists is, in itself,
representative of the dramatic
changes in admission policies of
professional schools in the past 50
years.
. M.ost medical students entering
medical school !~ay a~e. not
aware of the testrictlve pohc1es of
· d"ffi I t b l'
t he past. I.t is 1 icu t 0 e ieve
the perv~s1veness of quot.a_.systems
fo~ r.a~ial and
rehgtous
mm~rit1es. Furthermore, m.any
medical students cannot believe
All
members· of
the
University
community
are
invited to comment on the
possibility of mandatory class
attendance and-or abolition of
the Note Service in the medical
college so that your opinions
may be included in o.u r
-December issue. Please address all letters to Opinions
Editor Ariel, Box 27, Jefferson
Aiumni Hall.

. PRESCRIPTIONS

FILLED

c

Nightmare
in · 1984
.

Ribicoff quoted a medical school dean: " ... doctors, more than any
other grou'p of people, refuse to admit to their own self-interest." The
cont. from pg'. 4
going to class. Sometimes a few American MedicatMachine made me realize that we do have selfulum Committee has been discus- extra hours of sleep is just better :. interest. We're even entitled to it. We should admit that we try to
sing the problem of low classroom
for us in the long run. Soine of us, balance self-interest and altruism every time we act, that we're not
attendance. These conversations when exams are imminent, find
.
have produced such. ideas as the certain hours better spent in the too much more saintly than anybody else.
Abolition of the Note Service, library _ reviewing, reading, and
I am greatly indebted to Senator Ribicoff for singing a tune that
Mandatory Attendance at all sweating it out, rather than I've rarely heard hummed. Since day one of medical school I've been
, Cl
and
Saturday · listening to information presented inundated with preserving the status quo. I have a free subscription
asses,
Examinations. These items were .at a much slower rate in lecture. · to Private Practice magazine, I witnessed last year's blunt dissection
not just mentioned "in passing", And some of us feel that some lee- · of Nick Edes, Senator Kennedy's health affairs aide .... Your list is as ·
_ long as mine. Read something like The American Medical Machine
but were actually discussed (No tures are just ptain worthless.
We need to· sive thses answers to provide an antithesis to counter the relentless thesis that the status .
formal action has been taken·,
however).
and more to the Faculty. We owe quo can't be significantly improve . I've looked at health care from
How serious a threat these them an honest answer; an answer both sides now; the truth, as always, is somewhere in the middle.
What's in our name? (continued}
discussions are, though, to our that comes from the entire student
The two latest entries in the Ariel derby are both Tempestuous. The
academic freedom really can be body, not just a few student first comes from Fire in the Lake, Frances Fitzgerald's socio-cultura_1
questioned, so we must ask leaders.
And we can all participate in documentary on the Vietnam war, which compares the U.S. and
ourselves the real question. Why
were they mentioned in the first -giving the faculty our answ~rs. native influences in Indochina to Prospero and Caliban and describes
Very Easily. By doing just 't>ne Ariel as the houseboy type, an intermediary between two cultures
place?
-The answer to that lies most thing. Fill out and return the who has sold out one in r'etum for a share in the powers of the other.
· probably -in saying that these Stu.dent Council Curriculum Com- The second comes frpm my father, who never let his literature lapse
extreme ideas came to the minds mittee's Questionaire on Class while pursuing his alchemy affinity. The Ariel was founded by a
group of medical students; Shakespeare's Ariel is a ,medical student.
" of the committee members Attendance.
Prevent
our
student
voice
from
The
sprite has indentured himself in order to get magical power and
because they view the class attenhas been promised freedom to use it--someday. At one point (Act II,
dance question as very important. bec.o ming a whisper.
scene l, line 297) he even says, "My master through his art foresees
They say that a satisfactory answer
the danger that you, his friend, are in, and sends me fofth-.:for else
is essential. And I believe that we ·
his_project dies--to keep them living:''
_.owe them an honest answer.
.
Supercali&aglli1ticexplalldoclus
"· We ·need to tell them that
Ronald D. Springel
, The following is dedicated to Paul Curtis, and to anyone else who
JMC Student Council President
sometimes we just don't feel like
l
"
either "talks like an editor" or thinks that I do. (Thanks to Mr. John
Bachensky, Jeff Hall Busines~ Manager.)
· In ·'prorftulgating your esoteric cogitations and articulating your
superficial !@ntimentalities beware of platitudinous ponderosity. I.et
your extemporaneous descantings an(,\ unpremeditated expatiations·
have veracious vivacity- without rodomontade or thrasonical bombast. · Eschew all · congomer'!tio~s. of flatulent garrulity, jejune
babblement, and asinine affection.
Plaudlte, elves, .acta est fabula
I hope you enjoyed our first issue·and are enjoying the enc~r:e. I
really have to give .credit to four special people who did more than
their share to make number.one a succ~ss.
Rich Perry was invaluable. I'm not even going to try to _get it into
words. Thanks, Rich.
Neeraj Kanwal is a really great guy. He spent an incredible amount
of time on the ads, making them just so, so that the advertisers would
AL~ SUBJECTSbe happy, so that they would give us money, so that we could publish , _
Choose from our library of 7;000 topics.
n~i:nber two, so that you could read about what a great guy Neeraj is.
Alt papers have been prepared by our
(Though I know he didn't think oftllat last one.)
staff of professional writers to insure
Chris Kuhnle is the one who got your attention with her beautiful
excellence. Send ,$1-:-0P (air mail
ad Sh '11 I be
·
11
postage) for the current edition of our
"Goudy Lombardic" masthe .
e a so
, cartooning a year
mail order catalog.
long.
·
Jane Mooney is someone who didn't even get mentioned in the first
eouC'ATiO"'°NA~SYSTEMs____
issue, but that's because I c~uldn't have foreseen what a great help
I P.O. Box 25916-E,
f ·she -would be. She helped Shahab with sports, Ed and I with proofI Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
I reading and everybody with layout.
I Name
I .It goes without saying that Ariel is a team effort; q~adrupling out
( Address
(:g;
I .these four does not detract at all from the fine, hard work of everyone
We also provide ortoinel
I
l on the staff. Keep up, the good work; folks--it sure makes my job
research -· atl fields;
i City
I easy.
" ' ',
.!.~!~:~,:!-:~:::~. I State
Zip I
See you next month.
r

0

PAUL '

.

OPTl·CAL CO.
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Nurses B.S.

-Finer Dining-

,

by,lvy Drip
your day (among other things) relish bar is bountiful and free , the
hamburgers juicy and large, and
T.K.B . committee members started.
mugs
are
brimming .
have been overwhelmed by queries·
P .J. BLARNEY'S (On Walnut the
Consequently, it is no wonder that
from incoming juniors concerning between 11th and 12th):
local eateries ; As a service to Sensory overload is the aura· here, this is the favorite spot for Friday
incoming Bacci 's, and other where one finds an eclectic mix of night dinner with ypur favorite big
conno isseurs ' we devote this every variety of degenerate in the eater . (Prices are so exceptionally
·month's column to a,.., capsule vicinity. if you can withstand 'the reasonable that you may not even Kathleen Chalfant and Dan Strickler in a sketch from Jules FeUJer~s
review of _ the · area's eateries. /auditory assault , the many be asked to contribute your Hold Me at the Theater of the Annenberg School through Dec. 4 This
Names have been changed to sideshows, and a decor to fit every customary' share.)
is the first production In the Annenberg Center's new series, Off·
holiday , the french fries with
Broadway's Best."
prot~ct the guilty. .
melted cheese and the $1 J. & B. Dear Editor,
A Bacci's Guide to Finer Dining
It has been brought to our
DORSAL-VENTRAL
FIN shouldn't be missed .
attention that your office has been
(between 10th and 11th on
beseiged with phone ca-lls
Locust):
THE RUSTY STETHESCOPE
· , ·'
What can you say about a (In New Market, on the Water- requesting the phone number and
by Patrick Sokas
marital status of Ivy Drip, whose
eafeteria whose greatest service is front) :
Anyone familiar with Jules fathe'r'/~ '· 'opfoions . ;-_ a nd my
recreational therapy for our Senior The view of Camden is great, article in the first edition of the Feiffer's cartoons knows that his mother's contempt for my father ."
citizens? It offers a variety of food, providing that the smog lifts and Ariel unloaded an unprecedented humor is more often than not
Tickets for students are $5, $6,
good and bad , all one temperature you're willing to wait three hours number of copies. We have about what hurts most, about the and $7, depending on the perforIvy
and
she
has
discussed
this
with
(lukewarm) and not exactly w~at in line for a table. The prime rib is
anxieties and frustrations of every- mance.
the doctor ordered, but a good a sensational and reasonable treat, asked us to please inform your day life.
readers
that
though
she
is
stunplace to nunt for one .
It should come as no surprise
and the salad bar is one of the
TOP OF THE MAIN (Between area's best. Try the hot after ning, not merely attractive, and that Hold Me! , a play drawn from
Peiffer spoke to a group of
single, ' she is actively not dating Feiffer's works, is troubling and student reporters after the show.
10th a~d 11th on Walnut):
dinner drinks to take an edge off
She
would
apuntil
further
notice.
Where the motto is " more is less", November's mid-semester burrs.
thought-provoking as often as it is The conve~ation ran to sociology
the " Palace" specializes in
THE LITTLE ATHENS . BAR preciate it if her fans would cool funny. Hold Me!, playing through . and politics. " ~ ,, . ·
their heels. Thank you for ·your co- December 4 at the Theatre dfthe ·-. ·" Peiffer called' t he '1970' s a time
satisfying · the discrim"inating (Locust and 10th):
volume eater. If you're lucky, you ·For serious guzzlers, the Little operation.
Annenberg School, is perhaps best . ih which :th~ ~h~nges of th.e si~ties .
may even catch the resuscitation of _Athens caters to a ,select group of - --The Executive:Board of T.K.B. described as 'theater of the neu- are to be assimilated, which exan aspiration victim ·right at your neighborhood types and T.K.B.
rotic.'
plains why the times are so dull.
table! The house specialty is liver, board
The skits, which averaged about
He ~id that most people he
members
seeking
imported from the fifth floor of . anonymity. If you're really into
90 seconds apiece, were arranged knows, including many young
· Jeff Hall.
eating while having a few quick
in a more-or-less logical sequence, people, are having trouble adjustD~. DOOLITTLES' (on - Hth ·ones, go next 'door to the grocery.
and staged so that one ran into the ing to the 'changes brought about
between Locust and Wal nut): · ~next.
by the " sexual revolution ." He is "
but have someone save your bar
.This') s great plac~ to brush up 'stool, because seats here are at a
All .of ·the. actors· usually .consideringascripton.thesubject, ·" ·
on -y our microbiology-you're premium, and they're filled by 9
~fotriler f~'.tb~H ,~tar Mike R~id , . r.e mained . on stage; which perhaps· ~ Carnal Knowledge II '
always safe here with the A.M.
.
.
will appear here . in concert . quickened the pace of the show (Feiffer wrote -the screenplay for
superlative pretzels and mustard.
, ·
DRY GOOD'S ' TEA ROOM November 15 . .Reid's performanc~ but occasionally made the stage Carnal Knowledge.) · '
Or perhaps you're into the social (bet.ween Chestnut and. Market, will open a new Commons series, seem littered with bodies.
Feiffer also criticized the Carter
scene-three floors of desperate . between 12th and 13th):
The performances, in what must · · Administration, calling Mr.
''For the Listeners."
searching. For those with a For a return to more gracious
Reid played for Penn State's surely be a difficult play to act; Carter ''incompetent." He was
military background, ·the tank days, this is a great place to meet
Nittany Lions, win~i~g the were excellent. Three of the five troubled " that ·members. -of · the · _
game provides psychic relief.
your mother when reassuring her Outland · Award · for best college players had been members of the .Arlministrat1<;Jri·are·-aUowingtltemTHE CENTER CITY III that all is well. There's something lineman in . his .senior year. He . original Off-Broadway.cast" ·; ' ":. -·selves· "to feel : persecuted ; by :the · ·
(Betw'een Wal nut and Sansom on about all the crystal, linen, and graduated in 1969 with a degree iri ' I can't resist including.a '. couple · press .·; · · '' · :
11th~
.
of my favorite bits: One is of a
In fact, press repo~ are still,
whiskey sours that has a music.
When Olive Oil is King and marvelously soothing effect 'On
After five successful years ·with woman who says, ' "I talk too more often than not, publicity
everything is served by one frayed m·a ternal nerves. Placate
the Cincinnati Bengals, Reid quit much. I'm bright, so it's interest- handouts,. according to ~~iffer.
extended family. The clientele is her·with a spendid salad and stock
to start a career iii music. He ing. _When I -say I'm bright, .men When reporters vary from the offiselect and the management is up on the fresh breads.
think I'm saying, 'I'm brighter · cial line, government · officials
writes a . music column for a
finicky, so dress up and use your
become upset.
'·
H.A. LUCKY STRIKES- (Lo- Cincinnati- newspaper and per- than you are.' I am .. .''
napkin. If you order bacon, specify cust and 15th):
Later in the evening, a young
forms in the South and Midwest.
that you want i\ cook,ed. This is the. You really don't need directions, He has appeared in Philadelphia man says, "I grew up to have my A question: When did Americans ,
place for your morning cup of
just trust your instinct for onion with Steve Martin at the Bijou father's looks, my father's posture, start spel1ing "theatte" with the
coffee-they promise that it will get and you'll arrive salivating. The Cafe.
my · father's speech patterns, my " r" before.-the '"e"·'? ;.) ",.;
' •:, ·

· Feiffer Funnies at Annenberg

Reid concert
'scheduled
.· ... , by
Commons

a

1

·•

1 ,.,

JEFFERSON COMMONS
SPECIAL HAPPENINGS
DinnerI Theatre
Roast Beef,
Champagne
NOW PLAYINGI
TUfS ..-WIO., THURS., I pm $7.JO ($12 w/....,

Pat. IP"' Sl.50 ($13 w/'*"-l
SAT. I& 10pMSl..50($14w/ . _ )
sUN: 2""' S6.;o (S10.JO w/bfuncll)
SUN. 7,30 S6.SO ($12 w/""- l

GllNDIL' S LAii CAIAllT THIATll
500 ~OUTH ST., PHll A . PA . 19"7

.....,._ chOl'ge (IAC, MC ) 923-5560

s2.oo off ti ckets for stUdents
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sun.

Sunday Nov. 13

NEW ,SERIES!
"For the listeners"
Mike Reid
. Tuesd~y
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film clips

Flicks Feature Females
Lately it's been said that
Hollywood has been unfair to
women, that there are no good
roles for actresses anymore.
Hollywood has begun to make
amends. Two of the most important movies this month focus
on women, as heroines and antiheroines . •

interpreted contr.ibution from
Jason Robards) provides a buffer
for her display of a young artist's
hunger for fame and subsequent
conflicts with success. · Redgrave,
although placed in a rather
restricted role, continues in the
same polished artistic vein we have·
come to take almost for granted.
Alvin Sargent, who wrote the
In shaping Julia, Director Fred screenplay and Walter Murch,
Zinnemann has done for the who edited the film, also impart
advancement of cinema what significant impact. Douglas·
Henry James did for the novel. Slocumbe's photography is quietly
James, in The Portrait of a Lady, spectacular and aids in creating
opened the eyes of artists to the the soft glow of memory.
--Richard Yelovlch
possibility of a woman being
intelligent, resourceful, and indeBy day, Theresa Dunn, teacher
pendent. Zinnemanµ has taken a of deaf first graders, seems like a
logical .extension: . two women candidate for sainthood. By night,
whose relationship consists of Terry Dunn (Diane Keaton)
more than,comparing notes about .haunts singles bars, ostensibly
men and romance.
·
Looking for Mr. Goodbar.
Based on Playwright Lillian
She leads a schizoid existence, a
Hellman's
autobiographical day-life and a night~life as difPentimento, Julia cqnveys the ferent as--well, day and night.
sense of memory, not faded or Inevitably, the mixture of these
warped with time, but revealing a two lives, controlled by a personaltruth one is not capable of perceiv- ity scarc, ly adequate for one, leads
ing during the actual chain of to disaster.
events. The thrilling surface plot
Looking for . . Mr. Goodbar,
centers around Mis.s ~ell~a,? ,., adap'~ - fw~ 1 J.~dith Rossner's
(Jan~ . Fo:pda) , ~.mu~~·~~: 1 a t~y~ ; best .~Iler, is"a powerful,' disturbsum of , the . ~eo-~octah~t .. Ju!t~ s . ing film, frequently marred by the
(Vanessa Redgrave) money tnto excesses and eccentricities of
Berlin to aid an underground anti- Director-Screenwriter
Richard
fascist faction. We learn, through Brooks.
sean;i~ess flash~acks, several key
Brooks allows the fiim to drag
inciden~ in the end~ririg lo~e they right at 'th~ begirining,.so that half
share; vignettes which depict the an hour. into the action one
formati.<m of :emotional ,ties. that wonders where the. movie'~ headed
lead·- ~o'..Mi.(~-:~4~~.~-.' ot.lAllY~ ~ ·· and whether it's :worth following; ;
l
t
1r h
titi
N
ew, o ris~ .er .. ~ in . az1 : Brooks.also emplays a -numl>er'. of

leading screen actresses. Keaton,
until now best known for her work
in Woody Allen's movies, brings to
the role . distinct mannerisms and
personality. Rather than int~r
fering with the development of the
character, these quirks allow her
to project, with a small movement
or a stammer, what might otherwise be impossible to convey. One
can imagine Keaton's characters
having a history, a life not seen on .
the screen. Katherine Hepburn
and Bette Davis were able to do
this, but too few modem movie
actresses are able to leave that
kind of impression.
The supporting actors are no
less interesting. With less material
to work with (Keaton is in every
scene) Tuesday Weld, · William
Atherton, Richard Kiley, Richard
Gete, and Tom Berenger all
deliver impressive performances._
Alan Feinstein, previously seen in
the odious You Light Up My Life,
is a notable exception.
.
When. I saw Goodbar, the end of
the film left a few women in the
theater screaming in genuine
terror. This is certainly an impressive effect, but I'm not sure it's a
desirable one. Movies, are, a.ft.e r .
all, primarily an entertainment
form, and people,are already skittish enough without being made
nervous by what's supposed to be
entertaining them.
· '
--Patrick Sobs
"V alenthio" Offensive Trash
W~ched. ~xcess . of the year: ..
Ken Rdssell's Valentino. You've

2,.Wed.

8-11 p.m. , Social/Folk Dance Workshop, Cafeteria.

4,5

8 p.m., Commons Film The Sailor Who Fell from Grace
with the Sea, Solis Cohen Aud.
·

6, Sun.

7:30 P.M., Jeff Night at Grendal's Lair, Let My People
Come, tickets $4 at the .C ommons Office.

7,Mon.

Billiards Tournament Begins, Game Room.

9, Wed.

-8-llp.m., Social/Folk Dance Workshop, Cafeteria.
4:30-7p:m., Commons Board Meeting, M-21 Jeff Hall.

10, Thurs.

7:30-10 p.m., Pre-Exam Coffee, B-13 Scott Building.

13, Sun.

6 p.m., DinnerTheater, Mime Expression, Cafeteria.

14, Mon.

Basketball Intramurals Begin, Gym.

15, Tues.

5-5:30 P.M., Happy Hour, Social Lounge.
5:30 p.m., Mike Reid Concert, Social Lo~nge.

16, Wed.

11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., Thanksgiving Dinner, Cafeteria.
5:15 p.m., JMC Student_ Council Meeting, Rm. 139 Jeff
Hall.
.
8-11 p.m., Social/Folk D(lnce Workshop, Cafeteria.

18, Fri.

8 p.m.-12 a .m., SFS Party, Cafeteria.
Guest Passes are available from receptionist at Information
Desk, Jeff Hall. ID required. A coupon good for one free
·
beer appears-elsewhere in the Ariel.

19,20,21

8 p.m., Commons- Film Dog Day Afternoon, Solis Cohen
Aud.

20, Sun.

8-10 p.m., Pre-Exam Coffee, B~ 13 Scott B~ildmg.

20,21

Women's Board Erilergency Aid Bazaar, Ben Franklin
Hotel.
·
·

21. 22 .

8:30-10:30 a.m., SAC Coffee, Mezzanine.

24

Recreation Area closed for Than~g.iving Holiday.

Dec.~"2. 3,~4' · ~ P~.~ .••Com111Qgs EilmB~a Saddie., S91.is Cohen A~d7
)
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quences indistinguishable . from · ~~~~~~~·~----~~------~----------··
Hir0shima? This one's bigger.
.·
~~.~~~~~~~~.~~~~~
the film's reality. He might have
a rare good line from the film · and is sure to receive a Gold

so !11uch for her behef ma cause or
philosophy, but out of complete
trust in he'r friend.
·
There is an extremely affecting
scene, as Lill}"s .tnissJon dr-3wsto a

thought this an inspired idea, but
Rudolf Nureyev's acting talents itself. An actress looks out over .Record for his · groovy · perforare obviously limited, though it is
the fact is that aU but the truly
action on a movie set and pro- mance. Seriously,John, it took you .
difficult to determine how m~ch is
psychotic a,re able ·,to tell what is _his fault and how much Russell's . . claims, "What daring! What several albums to hit the magic
close ,; r\Yh~t~HIM;: twc:.t" friends·: meet ··: :i:tal . from what is not, a11d a . There is a s~ene in whic.h an ac~ , symbolism! Wh.at an awful lot of · key, and that's what you're good
in a Cafe in Berlin.- for·.t~e:farsttime . fjd.irector shoul~: ,, provide his .: 'tress explains-working .in a s,ilent horseshitl" .:.P.S.
at. As seems to be .the case with
in years. They can only enjoy a few audience:with a similar handle on movie to Nureyev. He flaps his
"
many premier · directors and
· writers today, ·however, .even their
minutes together -- Lilly, now an.. reality.
arms about, as though shooing
second rate material is.better than
Theresa tl)e saint is invariably away flies, and deadpans, "There
"Oh, God" Mixed Blessing
accomplished playwright, and
Julia; a serenely dedicated revolu- . photQgraphed in bright lJght; and must be more to acting than this."
It is somewhat of a shame that a most .• .;R.Y.
screenplay by Larry Gelbert, based
tionary. Zinnemann . raises the Terry the sinner is always in the The result is pitiful.
infusion pf ~emotions to a delicate . dark, often illuminated only by the
Former Mama Michelle Phil~ips on a novel by Avery Corman and
pitch and effectively illustrates the flickering light of a candle. Later, comes off much better as Valen- under the direction of Carl Reiner
. tragic transcience of .human rela- · as the action speeds up, so do the · tino's second wife, Natasha . fails to become first rate entertaintionships. It is here also t}\at the transitions from light to dark--a Rombova. She seems to have been ment. The potential in OH, GOD!
two .; ·cha'ged _performanc.es . by strobe light is introduced. This taking tough lessons· from Jane is present but it is buried under
Fonda and Redgrave ·accr.ue i.:the may sound a littie silly, but in , Fonda.
· · sketchy scenes, a sporadic story Co1DJ11o01: "Dog" Tops, "Sallor"
high,t?st d~gree .Qfact,tJality. J,. -practice it works.
This trash would not be worth line and mis-fired gags. The silver
a Dog, "B~zlng" Mad
For all Brooks' failings, he de- , much bother if it ..w.ere not for-the 1tnmg
· · ' ts
· t hat t he tmpertur
·
b a bl e
Fonda, at 40, culminates the
achievement s:he hinted at in setves credit for the way he fact that Russell is folling with the 11George Burns, as God, somehow
Klute. She traverses the quixotic . haJ!dles actors. What keeps lives of real people here. (Or, con- •· ties much of the fragmentation to- _ ·
events of Miss Hellman's life with Looking for Mr. Goodbar from sidering the fact that it's a movie gether.
It is a pleasur~ to· see a pera singUTar vitality; adding richness being a forgettable inovie is that about Hollywood, almost real
B_urns
even -to life's petty frustrations: a the performances, by .actors ' ln -peop1e. )
sonabl. e gent1eman l'k
t e
Commons, as . usual, has a
match in the wind, foreign tele- , large roles and small, ring so true.
Taking liberties with biography continuing a career with such · mixed bag. Dog Day Aftemoon, a
phone operators. Her affair with
Diane ~eaton's performance is an e.stablished screen practice, freshness and enthusiasm, and movie about an actual bank
Writer Dashiell Haln:mett (a well establishes her as one of America's but here a director makes up most with enough talen~ to induce robbery in which . nothing went
of a film out of whole cloth. Dis- worthwhile box office demand. right, is this month's class act. -Al
gusting, humiliating, and de- After laying dormant for over Pacino delivers an excellent per-·
grading scenes are created .for twenty years, then winning a11 formance in what was arguably the
people now dead am.. unable to Academy Award for his perfor- best movie of 1975 (Cuckoo's Nest
defend themselves. This libel mance in the The Sunshine Boys, won the Oscar.)
·
applies not only to Rudolph . Bums - is enjoying . a creative
The Sailor·Who Fell from Grace
Valentino, but also to other people . renaissance unparalleled in with the Sea is a puzzling movie
like screenwriter June Mathis, by motion picture history (a much that's pi:obably not worth worrying
all other accounts a bright and . riskier prediction would be Mae about. A homicidally wierd kid
, talented lady. Here she is made to West's return to the screen bemg., and his delinquent fri~nds ,dissect
255 S. 10th St.
look like a fool.
-- 41 as impressive or important.) It is a cat and his mother's lover. There
Ultimately, all a person really difficult to imagine him stopping a~pears to be some allegorical
owns is his reputation. When fools in the midst of his ·autumnal intent. Sarah,Miles and Kris Krislike Russell are allowed to steal . resurgence; at 81, it could · be t~fferso'n seem suitably confused.
someone's reputation, it is a chancy to wait around another
Blazing Saddles is standard Mel
OPEN MON - SAT DELIVERY 4 - 10pm crime, if not a legal one then a· decade before being discovered. Brooks craziness, with Cleavon
moral . one. Valentino is grand
John Denver marks his acting Little.as the black sheriff of an Old
larceny. ·
·debut as a store clerk who West town plagued by bandits and
922 - 6905
11 :00 - 10:00
Perhaps it's best summed up in becomes God's Mediate on Earth, terminal lunacy. --P.S.

Luna's Sandwich ·& Pizza
· steaks, hoagies, fried chicken,
shrimp and flounder

.A round . the corner from Jeff'Hall
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JMC Position
sufficient financial aid has been a

cont; from pg 1 ·
September 1975 of the Office of
Minority Affairs headed by Dr.
James H . . Robinson. The main
priority of that office has been in
.the recruitment of the Medical
. College's t~tal applicant pool. To
that end, a preceptorship program
for minority students from Philadelphia high schools has been
initiated with volunteer · members
of the Jefferson faculty. In addition, active recruiting of minority
·~nd disadvantaged undergraduate
students has resulted in a substantial increase in the numbers of
applicants, acceptance_s ~ offered,
and matriculants to JMC by such
students in the last two years while
nationally, ininority enrollment
has fallen. Currently 11.6% of the
freshman class is composed of
minority and disadvantaged
students.
Fu rt he rm ore, Jefferson's
recruitment efforts. have recently
been bolstered by grants for
scholarship aid of minorities from
the William Penn Foundation and
the Gulf Oil Foundation of
Delaware. In the past, lack of

,

P·h ila. Med Schools on Bakke

stumbling block for increas·ed
minority enrollment at JMC. An
important step towards increasing
the minority portion of _the ·
by Richard P. Margolies
College's applicant pool has been ·
Whatever decision is reached in
taken by the Board of Trustees the Bakke case, local medical
which this __year suspended the ·schools feel that it will have little
70% Pennsylvania resident effect on their current admission
requirement for minority admis- policies. However, to fully under. sions.
,
stand its implications, some points
This last development highlights should be made. Medical school
another aspect of the complex dis- minority admissions have incrimination issues raised by the creased significantly since 1969
Bakke case. As Dr. Conly is quick due to both internal and external
to poi~~ -~:mt, discrimination or factors. Accord irig to several
special · preference iri under- sources, medical schools view
graduate, graduate or professional . themsel~es, ainong other things, as
school admissions is not limited a national res_ource along the lines
solely to race or background; state of a public utility, with· an obliresidency requirements, a l u m n i - - - - - - - - - - - - - and other special affiliations are · whose qualifications may not be as
all factors that influence ad- high.
missions. For example, said Dr.
Thus the ultimate impact of the
. Conly, the 70% Pennsylvania Bakke case for Jefferson, as for

cont. from pg. 3
~
loans, savings, or other income.
The majority of graduate students
enro11ed in doctoral programs
receive\ ome type of assistance but
year to year support is never
guaranteed. And although - the
department does not discriminate
between students, the variation in
the amount of finandal assistance
awarded establishes a d~ facto
hierarchy. That is, in a department in which all graduate students are equal, those receiving
less money ma-y feel less equal
than others. On occasion I have
even heard the words "second
class citizen" applied to these students. The criteria used to distribute such funds are unknown to
me; academic performance may .
play a role.
A~ an incoming graduate student in Anatomy, one is require<!
to take the interdepartmental
courses Cell ~flnd Tissue Biology,
Structure and Function, and
Neurosciences. These courses
formed the foundation for many of
my future endeavors and I find
much of the material in embryology !nd biochemistry directly
applicable to my ct,Irrent research
work. Furthermo.re, mastery of
this material as a student bas
enabled me to participate itf these
courses as a teaching assistant.
First ye~r gqtduate students
take the same~ courses as 'the
medical students at . Jefferson

gation to fulfi11 critical needs for and non-minorities receive the
medically deprived areas. With same subjective treatment; that is,
this self-image, they realize that exceptional motivation, excessive
students with a specific geographic working hours while in school,
or cultural background will return etc., can .weight one application
to those areas to practice medi- that is not as academically strong
cine,
therefore,
justifying as another. To find qualified
accepting rural and _ "ghett~' applicants Temple Medical School
applicants. External factors to uses a Recruitment Admission and
increase minority .admissions have Retention (RAR) program as well
also been suggested, such as as recruiting minorities from estsociety's increasing sensitivity to ablished summer prograrn,S, such
"minority group" improvment. as Harvard's pre-medical summer
To fulfill · these goals, tpe program. .Many of these promedical schools in this area have grams, originally arranged for
resor'ted to specific minority : minorities, have now been open to
recruitment programs rather than all m~mbers of the population and
to quota systems as .in Bakke's have__he~peq to improve areas such
cas'e. Within the standard as counseling, and attitudes toadmission procedures, minorities ward~ ·students as "total" people.

re~~cy ··~~~·for k~rsoo mostschoo~inilieoou~cy.will~~---~----------------~--~~--~

sometimes results in students with
better credentials from other states
being rejected in order to accept
an _applicant from-. Pennsylvania

have to await the Supreme Court's
decision. u_.til then, admissions
officers like Dr. Conly can only
wait and wonder.

High ·Coult Challenge

cont. from pg. 1
disadvantaged because many limited its decision to education
_minority students would ultimately only, many see a potentially
return to undefprivileged areas to devastating impact on the economic
which presents certain incon- material presented with stress set up practice. Additionally, these front as well. If Bakke wins his suit
gruities. Whereas a medical stu- placed on preparation for the physicians would prove to be role a precedent may t?e established that
dent must achieve a grade of 70% National Boards. -For most grad- models for other ·deprived could extend to affirmative action
to pass a course, a graduate stu- uate students this sort of prepa-" youngsters, serving as living proof job placement programs across the
dent must attain 80% in order to ration is irrelevant. A possible that all doors are not summarily country. Whites' who have been
pass. In addition, students are not solution to this· and other prob- closed to the poor or'tl~prived. In better qualified for jobs but denied
allowed to continue in graduate lems is the segregation of graduate his argQment before the U.S. them in the interests of promoting
studyif they fail any one course or students into separate graduate Supreme Court last month, minority advancement could sue .to
·courses·. However, many faculty Archibald Cox , counsel for the obtain the positions. _Employers
already have overloaded teaching Regents of the University of would be free to hire or f":ire-as t hey
schedules and most, I think, would California
emphasized
the please, ignoring if they choose, the
be loathe to assuming additional importance of affirmative action social and moral impact of their
teaching responsibilities. Only -.programs such as the one at Davis. actions.
with the addition of new faculty He stressed that they are the only '1
could a completely autonomous way to increase minority group
A similar case was heard by the
curriculum for graduate students enrollment in professional schools Supreme Court in . 1974 involving
be instituted.
which traditionally bar them, Marco. deFunis v. the University of
Graduate students , are also because their deprived backgrounds Washington Law School. In that
enrolled in a series of elective cause them to have . inferior ,case the trail was ·declared moot
.
because deFunis had since been
courses, workshops and seminars credentials.
and .participate ' in -rotations
Another point of view cited by admitted to Law School and was, in
through the various departmental Bakke opponents is the fact that fact, preparing to graduate. The
laboratories. Aft;er the completion . many educators argue that the moot decision was held by .some,
by Rob Lehman
of rotations, students· se~ect faculty · "objective" criteria in which Bakke however, as a means to allow the
achieve a grade below 80 in three members with whom they will excelled over his minority tjvals, heated issue to simmer awhile
courses. These policies help ensure work to gain experience in areas of namely the Medical College longer. A similar ruling is unlikely
a high ·. quality of acad.emic specific interest.
Admis'sions Test (MCAT) and in this case, for Bakke, now 37 and
achievement and explain the
The culmination of the first year undergraduate grade point average · having been rejected by 10 other
attrition rate which, for first year is the depart.mental exam. To my are not valid selection instruments Medical Schools, still wants to be a
students, h~s been as high as 75%. - knowledge,, ·Anatomy is the only because they do not predict success doctor.
I found tqe high performance 'lf basic science _de.partment to either in Medical Sch6ol .or as a
How far ·c an one exterid' the·law to
expected of graduate students participate in the ritual. The test is physician. Qakke's claim to be provide for those who have not been
demoralizing, for we are not per- administered orally by a group of better qualified itself becomes given equa.J opportunities, before
mitted to continue into "' research four or five faculty members. The invaQd if this _is the case; and the the legitim'!te rights of other, more
unless we score higher than the time allotted for the exam is University . has merely exercised fo~~mate persons, are infringed?
"average" medical student.
unlimited and the atmosphere is discretion among groups of What methods can. be employed to
The first year c uurses are also as relaxed as a funeral. In the qualified students. · Fft.rthermore, implement equal opportunity?
biased toward the medical stud- . cumulative memories of the grad- other criteria are usect for selection Where does one draw the line
dent. The emphasis, and rightfully uate students preiently in the such as extracurricular activities- between individual initiative and
so; is on the clinical aspects of the department, no ont: permitt~d to and the interview. no m.ention of ability oq the qne hand and equal
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student passes the exam, the
department becomes tQtally committed to that student's endeavors
for the Ph.D. Financial su,pport is
generated from the department,
lab space and materials. are made
available to pursue researc~ and
faculty time . is increasingly
devoted, to the student's
. developm~nt. Thus; for the gr~duate student at Jeffers<>n, successful transition from first to
second year is that of student to
junior collegu<:.

The author, · Scott Waldman, is
cu"ently a third year student in
the Department of Anatomy.

The Ruling: Great lrnplications on the other? The answers to these
The ramifications of the Suprem~ and ()the.r questions, whatever Jhey
Court's ultimate decision are of may be, are certain to be debated
great . import.__.. Nathaniel -._ Jones, for years. And until the Sup.,teme
NAACP general counsel, stated that Court's decision, expected sometime
"if the Supreme Court agrees with next spring, many shall wait
Bakke, we will have to start over pensively, with their futures and
again with desegregation." Indeed, . that of affirmative action hanging in
.although the ~alifornia court the uncertain balance.
· •
'
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MicrocomputerS Invade Medicine: Black "Bctgs with Batteries
by DlckMober1
"If aviation had .evolved at the speed
computers have, Neil Armstrong
would have walked on the moon less
th~ a year after the Wright Brothers
took off from Kitty Hawlt."
· --J. Paul Lyet
Sperry Rand Corp.

you

Whether or not
believe the
aboVe quote, it is a fact that com-.
puters and microelectronics are two of
the fastest growing bodies .o f knowledge today. This advanced technology is just now 5eeping into medicine, and its prospects for the future
are truly amazing.
The first all-electronic digital
computer was de$igned at the Univer. sity of Pennsylvania in the mid 4o's. It
c:Ontained 18,000 vaeuum tubes, cost
" a million . dollar5,.' ·;,v~ighed several
tons, but was less capable than many
of the p0cket calculators around
today.
Over the following 30 years, computers became more powerful and
also smaller and cheaper. Today we
have entire computers, called micro·computets, "etched" on a slab of
silicon no bigger than a postage
stamp and costing less than $20.00.
And what's more, the inventors of the
·original computer are ·alive to see all
: this happen.
As with any new technology,
however, its spread to peripheral
fields is usually slow. The original
computer, for example, was developed in the forties for military purposes, but it wasn't until the mid 60's
-that there was any widespread
medical useage. The first microcomputer was developed in 1971, and even
today we still see little activity in the
medical field. But the lag here will be
shorter. In fact, in the next few years
we will see many changes in medicine
brought about by microcomputers;
most of these in the areas of prosthetics and instrumentation. Within
the next dec&de we will see· profound
innovations with computers being
implanted in the body to control

seizures,
muscles,
release.

. -stimulate
paralyzed computer does the rest. It is primarily
and regulate hormone - used for monitoring bioelectric data
but can measure and process just
about any of the important physio~edlcal In1traa.ntatlon
One··
the early devices (1974) logical parameters. The system can
demonstrating . the flexibility of automatically do the following with
microcomputers was a device that, each monitor task:
1) continually check itself for ·
with the same physical piece of
correct-operation
equip'1lent, would function as both a
2) verify incoming data
by
cardiae output comput~r and a
checking lead impedances
neuromuscular
transmission
3) adjust analog input gain to keep
analyzer. · Switching between funcsignals within range
tions · was accomplished by a mere
4) calibrate itself
change of the microcomputer's
5) notify medical personnel in case
program . Thus, here were two instruof emergency .,
ments with the price and size of one.
6) communicate with physician by "
The Microcomputer Engineering
various displays ·
Lab at MIT has taken this concept
several steps further. They . have
The. prototype ~nit was built ~t a '
designed a box containing a microcost of $3000.00. Subsequent · units
com put~r into which a number of difcould be manufactured fot: much less,
ferent modules may be plugged. The
making this computer-based - instrumodules consist of such things as
ment well within the budgets of most
analog-to-digital convertors, interintensive care units .
faces to Selectric typewriters, · teleWhat is commercially available
types, and oscilloscopes,for input and
now? Not too much. There is a puloutput, and interfaces to tape and
monary function tester which you
disk systems for mass storage. Also
enter your age, sex, and height and
included are modules which do signal
breath into a tube. It then tells you
processing such- as spectral analyses
eleven different things about the
and correlations.
status of your lungs. Another similar
By selecting the right combination
device will tell you about the condiof modules and programs the
tion of your heart by monitoring your
following instructions may be
pulse while you are peddling an
realized:
exercise bike.
1) cardiac output monitor
2) arrhythmia analysis monitor
3) portable EKG computer
4) vestibular test battery
Pro st he tics
5) regional blood flow monitor
6) pulmonary functiQn instrument
Prosthetics is certainly a prime area
7) microwave radiometer
to be enhanced by microcomputers.
Several projects are already underway
Of course, countless other into give artificial arms a brain of their
struments may be made; the number
own . The computers in these arms
is limited only by the user:s
will be used in several ways.
imagination.
.
. .
· -·Another example· demonstrating
Most artificial ;arms are controlled
just how smart these instruments are, by electrical signals (EMG's) picked
is a microcomputer-based patient up from muscles remaining at the
monitor developed in San Diego. patient's stump. Problems arise in
Complete contained inside one plug- that every amputee is different as to
in module for a standard physiologi- what kind of signal can be obtained
cal recorder, the unit was designed so from his stump. The same artificial
the user needs only to turn the instru- arm, however, if it contains a microment on and connect the patient. The eomputer, can be "tailored" to each
individual amputee by merely reprogramming rather than costly h'a~d
fitting.
_
To make an artificial arm move in
several directions, electrodes ·need to
be placed on many different stump
sites to pick up several different EMG
signals. The more sites there are, the
more difficult is ·the device to wear
and use . Now, microcomputers inside
included handbooks "Discussing the arm can do some "'fancy matheRape with ·Children" and matics" on a much reduced number
of electrode sites to pick out the same
"Medical and Legal Aspects.''
· "G.ay Patients :a nd Providers in number of intended movements.

or

AMSA Worksh~p
cont. from pg. 1
reform in medical schools to make
emerging doctors more aware of
the type of health ~are required for
the elderly. This care should "not
be fragmented~ b'ut creative, and is
not always best served by rigid
state hospital codes.'' The idea of
at-home treatment was stressed, ,.
with a few weekly visits from a
social worker or medical assistant.
In this way the elderly person
could remain in his or her own
home, which often is the best
medical treatment that can , be
given.
Two representatives from
WOAR (Women Organized
Against Rape) gave a skill oriented
workshop on how .to work w.ith
rape victims in the E.R. Beginning
with ·a role-p1aying skit of a victim
being interviewed by a p.oliceman,
the Doctor, and a social worker, .
the workshop tried to portray the
emotions and -. perspectives of
vicious personalities who might
falt prey to rapists. The presen •
'tation was very informative and
emphasized what we. as
physicians,: sh9ul9 ~onsider .when
d.eaiing with a rape vietim and his
or her , family. They also distributed WOAR literature which

a Straight Health Care System"
included three speakers: one
attending, one housestaff, and one
medical student. . The format
included a pan~ discussion
followed by small · group discussions in which the gay people
openly discussed the problems
they have had and will face since
they have manifested their homosexuality--incJuding problems with
patients as well as fellow·
physicians · who are "homophobic.''
. Sunday morning ' s session
started off with a panel discussion ,
involving representatives of the
pharmacebtical industry, consumer. groups,. and the i:;'ederal
Drug Administration. Subjects
ranged from the FDA .regulations
on food ' additives, . especially in
light of the recent on-and-off ban
of Saccharine, to the roles of the
physician, patient, industry, and
FDA in ·a complex area such as'
Laetrile. Particularly enlightening
was the broad span of programs
sponsored by the FDA.

Replaceable Organs and Body
Parts
Diabetics wi11 soon benefit from a
microcomputer·controlled artificial
pancreas
being
developed
in
California . The implanted device
constantly monitors the blood glucose
·revels
and pumps appropriate
amounts of insulin from a reservoir. A
microcomputer is also being looked at
that recognizes when epileptic
seizures are about to c cur and then
stimulates the brain to prevent them.
Another exciting innovation will be
in the field of orthotics, in the form of
computer aids for. the ~aralyzed . For
many years we have had muscle
stimulators which have helped in
peroneal palsy or "drop foot." These
devices stimulate the paralyzed
peroneus musdes which raise the toes
during the swing phase of gait and
·thus prevent it from dragging.
..
A logical extension of this cohcept
is to restore locomotion in paraplegics
by stimulation of the major muscles of
the legs . A microcomputer. of course,

would be needed to .h andle such a '
coni plex control task.
Artificial Brain•
.
.
· . . .
The ultunate step, of course, would ·
be to produce an artificial brain or at
least parts of it. The packing density
'o f the ce~bral cortex is approximately 4.8 x 10 7 neurons/c.c. But
with magnetic bubble technology we
can fit 3.52 x 10, bits of information
into a cubic centimeter--an order of
magnitude more dense than the
human brain! Although this means
very · little at present, at least the
technology is there once we figure out
what we need to do with it. And you
can be certain that microelectronics
will be gett~g denser over the years
and the brain will not (except those of
some of my colleagues).
One of the greatest neural modelers
of our time, Dr. Warren McCullough.
said, "The brain .is like a computing
machine, but there is no computing
machine like the brain." This may be
the case today, but with advances in
information theory, decision theory,
and artificial intelligence, we are fast
giving computers brain-like traits.
If replacing the entire brain seems
far-fetched we can realistically focus
on replacing damaged parts of the
nervous system. For example, the
blind might see using arrays of light
sensitive dots read by a computer, the
dumb might speak using computer- ..
controlled speech synthesizers, the
deaf might hear using voice rec;ognition units, and the paralyzed might
feel using artificial skin. All of these
products are real i!-nd are commercially available! .The problem in the
implemen~ation of each is the intercommunication with the brain. This ·
is the problem to solve. For once we
· have such a data"link to the brain we

' can do wonders for the handicapped.
. And beyond that we can extend our
, own senses to allow us to hear radio
frequenc~s and microwaves, to · see
, microscopic beasties, or distant
planets, or infrared light. Yes; bionic ..
people aren't so far away.
The Electric Doctors BlaekBq1
with Batterlea
· Medical
instrumentation
will
continue to shrink in size and double
in capability. The .black bap of the
future (a few years?) will contain tiny
diagnostic computer systems. Our
stethoscopes will be connected to it
for an on-line recognition of abnormal heart sounds and our opthatmoscopes will be connected to small
TV cameras which are in tum connected to the bla~k bags. But there
will be more. Pop a few electrodes. on
the patient and the black bag will do
EKGs, nerve conduction . studies,
EEGs, and · EMGs. It will then
process the data, tell us if there is any
abnormalities, and store it in its
memory until the day's data can be
dumped into a central hospital
computer.
Will the doctor soon be replaced by
technicians with these computerized
black bags? I can't say (since I may
not get my diploma 'from here ifl do) .
But perhaps if some physicians begin
carrying some of their "healing
power" around in little black bags
and not between their shoulders they
will be better suited for a - more
humanistic treatment of their
patients.
In any case, if you are trying to
push your child into medicine, you
might want to pick a more lucrative
field for his future , like a com.,Oter
repair.

IN THE JEFF HALL
BOOK STORE LOOK .FOR
BOOKS PUBLISHED BY
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W.B. S"UNDERS co.
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Phi Chi ·and .AKK Dominate Football
blitz sack of Mirabile to prevent
the extra point.

AKK and Phi Chi
Dominate

only a touchdown, actually, at the
midway point of the second half.
Reicher then took matters into
. hand as he capped a SO yd. drive
with a 25 yd. TD toss to Metz in
· the corner of the end zone. Phi Chi
1 continued
using an innovative
man-in-motion offense to set up
another· Reicher-Metz combination -- a pretty 30 yd. slant -- in
which Metz nabbed as two Delight
defenders collided with each other
(both were unhurt except for their
pride). The Phi Chi defense limited their hapless opponents to two .
first'dow.ns for.the entire game.

rant pigskin for six markers The
rest of the half was solid proof that
officials are needed for this league
-- men on both teams were playing
with much more than reckless
abandon and a near fight was
averted in time. Another area of
confrontation was also established
-- judgment calls -- as Phi Chi
called back a Tramp TD.

· (Editor's note - Each week's set of Phi Chi 21 • Backrow O
games will consist of capsule reviews, jncluding a featured game
Paul Stander scored two touchof thf.? week. Also, please note that downs and Jeff Metz one as Phi
the football field- is 60 yards in Chi whitewashed the Backrow in a
length)
night game at Palumbo Field. In
9124
other action or to be exact, nonPhi Alpha Sigma Derbs 13 "'Phi
action, AKK, the defending intraAlpha Sigma Tramps 12
mu,ral champs, won by forfeit over
The Phi Alph freshman and up- Radiology. Nu Sigma Nu notched
The second half saw a cooling of
per class teams braved a second a victory as Afternoon Delight failtempers and started with a 60 yd.
half drizzle to complete the· ten- ed to show also.
coast-to-coast kickoff return TD
sion-packed opening battle of the 10/ 1
by Phi Alph's Fran Day '81 (his
football season. Brian (Poose) AKK 25. Backrow 7
Hoover took the · Derbs into the
Fred Dalzell (QB-captain) led Phi Alpha Sigma Tramps 34 ~ Nu third of the season) to knot the
game at six. A see-saw battle folend zone on their first two poses- his defending champs to a con- Sigma Nu 0
lowed and finally, with less than a
sions, striking with a 30 yd. fly vincing romp over the Backrow by
Fran Day ran the opening kick
pattern to Bill Leisner ('80) and a capping ·a three touchdown first back SO yards and immediately ~minute to play, .Reicher found Phi
pro-style 45 yd. post pattern to half outburst with a 10 yd inter- ' caught a 10 yd. square•in for all Chi captain Paul Kearney '80 in
Tom Griffin ('80). On the de- ception return for a TD. Mike the points the Tramps needed. the end zone as a last ditch fourth
fensive side the uppercl~ss was just . (Mun~hy) McLaughlin caught two The Nu Sig offense was throttled down play. It then seemed that the
as effective, as Rob (Wease) scores from Dalzell. Seth Paul, an by four interceptions, one-0f which Spruce Streeters were in the catBa5hore's two safety blitz sacks ' upcoming freshman, made his was run back for a score .by Rich bird seat, but Metz shanked the
helped limit the Tramps to one presence known by tallying two Silver ('81). 'T'his last play sounds kickoff. The ball skittered away
first down. After a first half- in interceptions and a 30 yd. TD normal, doesn't it? About as nor- for a five yard kick and the
which they had about as much zip catch while playing a solid ali- mal as 100% attendance at a Bio- Tramps had new life. It was here
as a Physiology lecture, the around game. Rich Feingold turn- statistics lecture ... Silver inter- . again that a raging controversy en. sued . as a Phi Alph .TD by Bob
Tramps tightened up their defense- . ed the tables on the AKK defense cepted a Nu Sigma Nu hike.
~ Mirabile was called back. Two
an~ b_rought ~n Rob "Miracle" in the second half to score a SO yd
sacks by Phi Chi eventually settled
Mirabile as. the~r second half qu~r- · running TD in what is exclusively 10/8
the dubious matter and sent quite
terb~ck. Mtrabtle .~ent 4-for-7, m- .
passing league. This was not Phi Chi 13 • Phi Alph Tramps 7
In a violent and argument-laden a few players on both sides home
clud~ng,,a 30 yd. tmmaculat~ re- enough, however, as the AKK
ceptton T D catch by John Siegle blocking and strong rush proved contest Phi Chi extended its un- grumbling. When asked later
off a fallen Derb defender's foot. . too much for the outmanned Row- beaten record to four wins by about the game Phi Chi captain
edging the Tramps in the last min- Kearney said that he "didn't want
After. the extra point was missed men. ute of play. The first and only to play the second half' and that
(score 13-6) a see-saw battle raged
score of the first half came when "The game should have been
and, with lS seconds left .in the Phi Chi 26 • Afternoon Delight 7
Jeff (Mighty) Metz and Dave Dave Reicher of Phi Chi lofted a called." Tramp captain Siegle
game, a lightning bolt SO yd punt
return by Tramp Al Steiner Reicher put on a two man aerial 30 yd. pass into the end zone to _concurred and expressed his disbrought the freshmen to within a show as Phi Chi ripped a hastily Jeff Metz. Phi Alph's John Siegle. pleasure at the state of affairs in
Afternoon Delight deflected · the ball but it wasn't the football league non-officiating
single notch. Steve Bell ended the concocted
matter, however , with a d-aring freshm an team. Delight trailed by enough as Metz grabbed the er- t h is season .
1

a

1

10/15
Nu Sig 13 • Backrow 6
Backrow and Nu Sig provided
one of the lighter moments of the
football season in a rousing contest. With growls and snarls of intimidation, both defenses held the
offenses to just two combined first
downs. While the offenses were
busy simulating anemia, Bob
Mann of the Sigmen pfayed defense and picked off two Row
passes, one of which set up his five
yard TD catch from Mark Chilton :
Highlight of the first half -- scrappy Rowman Fred Martin '80
wiping out his own · quarterback
(Bill Dunn_'80).
In the second half both teams
again suffered from Nil Offense
syndrome as the possessions swung
back and forth . With Chilton's 10
y~. bootleg to make it 10-0 Nu Sig
had matters well in hand, but Bill
Dunn made things interesting with
a "despiration duck" toss to Jerry ·
Klinzing '80 on the wierdest fly
pattern of the season for. a SO yd. · .
score! Backrow had a final chance
to tie in the final few seconds but
failed on a fourth down ·_ try.
Second half highlights - Fred
Martin with his second wipeout of
Dunn, who week after week gamely takes the worst beating of ·the
league's quarterha~ks.
Phi Chi 18- • Phi Alph Derbs 0
Dave Reicher fired three TD's
off scrambles , two to Paul
Stander, as Phi Chi mugged Phi
Alph. - Phi Alph captain Brian
Hoover unveiled next week's new
strategy -- "scoring points ."
(Continued on page IO)
. ..
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l116 Walnut St.
·Quality Gourmet-.Burgers
and-

Backrow's 'Tred "Mauler" Martin gets a sack.

meal size salads

DRAFT BEER
Wide selection~ of
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-
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Phi Alpha igma
Drops Nu Sig

-

offense however, and they finally Dalzell threw -a bomb to "Bean", ....
got on the board with a Dalzell to DiCola. Jeff Metz made a dive for
by Shahab Minassian
Bartgas (2 yd.)··tqss. Immediately the ball but it was too well thrown ,
Where were you Monday night,
beforehand a center delay to and ·Di Cola made a marvelous
Podrasky and a short out to Dan stretching catch for a 45 -yd. TD .
October 17th? If you like hard hitting you may have been hitting
DiCola set up the score. The half AKK 19 - Phi Chi 13. Poor rushing
ended 6-0.'
books or watching Monday night
defense plagued AKK throughout
football. Then again, you may
Offense ·was the theme for the the game, and Phi Chi capitalized
have been out of the twenty-odd
second half. After Jeff Metz snuck again. As is his style, Reicher
people who turned out for a ripin, picked off an AKK short out scrambled and gained 25 yds. on a
roaring beauty of a matchup
and returned it to the AKK 10, he 'bootleg. Then, Paul Kearney had
between Jeffs two best indoor 1
snatched a TD from Dave Reicher reason to talk to himself as he
soccer teams. Disappointed these
and it was 7-6. On the next series dropped a TD. Shaking off the infans were not, as these clubs-for AKK , Dalzell found "Munch" cident, Kearney found himself
hooked up in one of the best intraMcLaughlin at midfield. The alon~ on the very same play and
mural games of the year that was
Irishman juked out a defender and the score was tied. Calling time out
earlier touted around the Alumni
Paul Stander saved a TD after after the kick off, AKK set u.p a
Al Steiner (in white) notches the game-tier.
Hall environs as ''the game of the
chasing him 'in a wild footrace and one~minute drill. With 30 seconds
century".
player Dave Podrasky, noting a nabbing him on the one yard line. left in the game they notched a
(Continued
-~page 10)
lack of sul:istitutes on his team, After Metz dropped a sure inter- first down and had four chances to
Phi Alpha Sigma took the
commented, "It's going to be a ception, John "Fighting Alum" score. On the first play
momentum early as they pressured
bitch." Unfortunately for AKK , it Bartgas put AKK ahead 12-7. It McLaughlin caught a pass on the -3
a tough Nu Sigma Nu defense at 10/22
was.
only took two plays for Phi Chi to yard line. Seconds later t Jeff Metz
forge ahead 13-12. Reicher nailed bombed in on a safely blitz and
the openi_ng whistle. Meanwhile Phi Chi 20 - AKK 19
the Nu Sig_offense was havif).g its '
For two hours the edge of South
Strong defense by both clubs Metz with a 30 yarder for a first sacked Dalzell on the 15. With one
problems until Marty Carn~y ,'80 Philadelphia was quaking and dominated play. Jim "Too-Tall" down and Paul - Stander outran try left, the AKK captain lofted a
opened the scoring. The point was rocking as the giants of intramural Spigel deflected two AKK passes-..- everyone for the ball on a nice fly pass into the corner to the
scored as some Phi Alph players football slugged · it out for first and Paul Kearney added two pattert;i TD. (At this point SAC Muncher. But he was covered like
stood around arguing a call during place. On this beautiful fall morn- tough sacks with excellent lineplay · headquarters in Philly was on alert a blanket. Metz again knocked
a throw-in. Carney, however, had ing, onecouldnothaveaskedfora while Phi Chi couldn't get its-of-/ for UFO's). Once again AKK- away the ball and Phi Chi claimed
other things on his mind as he better, more exciting tussle. AKK fense untracked. AKK has a great struck on the first play as Fred a hard-fi ught victory.
turnedthetoss90degreesaround ................ ............................................................ . . . . .. . . ......... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .

from

~c:t;~dt~~ ~~e~~~:~~e~ t~~ p~~;

atthetopofthekeyandintothe

which was laden with tenacious,
tenacious checking and included
near-brawl. Steve Eaton of Nu Sig
turned in an unreal defensive play
with a sliding foot save from out of ·
nowhere, knocking away a trickling ball just inches from the goal
line. Moments later, Carney dug
out the ball from the corner and

BUYS - '{/V'"
},.,. the o11~~_,,J
}~,/J~ 11 ~
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DIAMOND
IN 14K GOLD
YOUR CHOICE OF SETTING S

%CARAT~~~T

er..:. mt.GO •13900
% CARAT

nailed Tim Kates '80 with a per-

fect pass , five fe t from the net.
Kates made no 11).istake and
banged it home for 2-0. Phi Alph's
offense finally broke out of its
lethargy with a minute left in
thehalf when Al Erickson's ('79)
point blast through a maze of
players was deflected by Bob Mitchell. The half ended with Nu Sig
ahead 2- 1.
The second half was somewhat
calmer after a bloody first. Phi
Alph came out blazing, first tying
tl),e score with an Al Steiner ('81)
goal following a free kick, and
then taking the lead when Bob
Mitchell headed Paul Schroy's
pass for 11 tally. The game remained a close checking affair and
when a Nu Sig throw-in rammed
the twines it seemed that Phi
Alph's lead was gone. The toss was
zipped into a horde of pl~yers in
the crease -- did it touch someone
for a goal? On a judgment call, it
was disallowed. Two minutes later
Steve Bell '80 made it 4-2 on a
marvelous unassisted effort as he
dug the ball out of a corner mixup,
scuffled with a defender and
shoved it home while on his back
with 2:30 to play. Nu Sig found it
tough going as their opponents
hung back and played it safe, and
their gambling offense left Steve
Bell alone in front of the net. The
Phi Alph captain iced the game
with his second score.

SOLITAIRES

A 14K YELLOW GOLD
DIAMOND HEART
W/11 SPARKLING
DIAMONDS

RE..T
VAL.

TOTAL
WEIGHT

Mz9.00•25goo

'l

LATEST FASHION!

A BOTTLE
OF GOLD

14K GOLD
SERPENTINE
PIERCED
EARRINGS

THE TINY CLEAR BOTTLE
CONTAINS CHIPS ANO

~~~~R~~~ :o~PE
NECK CHAIN ARE 14K. A VERY
NEW & SPECIAL NECKLACE
FOR THAT SPECIAL GIRL

• RET. vAL

...oo

•24aa
SPECIAL

I

.

SPECIAL

:,1-

•gas

RET. VAL.

1/

CARAT JJJAMONIJ

/4SOLITAIRE
11119-5641

1

~~l~
i
$250.00

$1'3900

J /,..

CARAT IJIAMONJ

/2SOLITAIRE
(1119-5361

ii'

~~l~
~
$565.00
1

$28900

SPECIAL

$24.00

SPECIAL

rr \j. ,'rlJ~·r
~ ~-

~

~

~ ~~
t_.
_-: 1f 14

i

K GOLD t _'_·_ - '""' MEMORY ·-·-·

~ri ~I

1 \,

BEAD & CHAIN
EARRINGS

l

BEAD & CHAIN
12729-751!

14 K GOLD

i" .ITJi:.*.

' eJ 4111,.;.. ...... l,(//IJ

NAME NECKLACE
IN SCRIPT
14 K GOLD (2729·3001
Retail Value .
79.00

•34sa
SPECIAL

GOLD FILLED 12729-3001

or

SCRIPT LETTER

STICKPIN '
(2729-7541

BRACELET 12129-5051
YOUR NAME IN BLOCK LETTERS

Retail
Value

Retail Value
$
88 •19900 SPECIAL
~~~-3-5~
. --~~-·~s~P~E~l~A~L~1-.1.~~

$sass

s2o.oo

$14ss
SPECIAL

SPECIAL

BEAD EARRINGS
12729 750!

RETAIL VALUE
s20 oo

Retail Value

$33.00

$7SS ·

RETAIL V A LUE

$

SPECIAL

sa
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..... Aniertcerd
•Mat.rCharge
•American Exprea
•Dlnera Club
•Carte Blanche

OUR PRICES ARE .LOWER DAY ·IN. DAY-OUT-36~.. DAYS A YEAR!

Both teams have a great deal to
CENTRAL PHILA.
be proud of. They are two of the
most talented intramural teams to
compete in a while and are truly a
pleasure to watch. Their ·combination of desire, passing and lack of
NORTHEAST PHILA.
selfishness on the court will provide the University with the same
matchup in the finals. Monday
night football? . Make · it Monday
night soccer when these teams·
play.
. .....................................................................................~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1215 WALNUT ST.
WA2-7-

7320 CASTOR AVE.
RA 2-4900
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The Blnck and Blue Line . ·

HawkS Pr-ey on Jeff
by Jane Mooney

"How can we lose when we're so
sincere?" Charlie Brown laments
over his comic strip baseball team
with tears in his eyes. This cry
echoes the sentiments of Jefferson's rugby team and their supporters during a fall season which
has been much more intense and
competitive than their current 1-4
record would indicate. The
October 15 match against St.
Joseph's College's undergraduate
team was a prime illustration of
this.
On a Fairmount Park field that
was so muddy from the previous
day's rain that the turf stuck to
cleats like a sophomore med
student clings to a Pathology
hand-out, the -Jefferson ruggers
battled a younger, quicker St.
Joe's squad with a never-say-die
attitude that would have made
Harold Stassen proud. The first
half was scoreless, neither side

Of Gripes and Stripes .

having a clear offensive advantage in mind-, the Jeff ruggers moved
and both defenses looking strong. downfield quickly with accurate ·
St. Joe's did have one real scoring passing that had been lacking
threat late in the first half, but the earlier in the contest, and Gary
Jeffmen refused to allow them to Thwaites drop-kicked the ball to
capitalize with a stunning display narrow the margin to 6-3. With
of goal-line defense led by scrum- time running out, the team worked
- half Gary Thwaites, wing-forward desperate for,, a try (the 4-point
Steve Longacr~. and fullback Chip equivalent of a: football touchAbrahamsen, who also con- . down), but St. Joe's held on to
tributed an outstanding kicking hand the Black-and Blue their
fourth tough losSin five games.
performance.
This team has something to be
The second half began much the
same· as the first, although both proud of, though. These guys love
sides were\visibly more exhausted. rugby, enjoy playing the game,
The ball remained pretty mu.ch and have more FUN doing it than
near midfield until St. Joe's any other team in the league. And
gained possession with a little that includes the fans, who are
under ten minutes remaining in growing in number every week. So
the game and scored on a dropkick · if you're looking for a different
(3 points). Immediately thereafter, way to spend Saturday afternoon,
they scored another three on a come out and cheer on the Jefpenalty kick, and Jefferson, after ferson Rugby, Team. The
hanging tough all day, suddenly remainder of their schedule infound themselves behind 6-0, with cludes ma .ches with the University
of Delaware, Wilmington RFC,
little time left.
There are no time-outs in rugby and Franklin and Marshall. Rides
except for injuries, no fancy two- to the game are provided for all
; minute drills . But with a comback fans.

by Shahab Minassian
Of Gripes and Stripes

The fledgling 1977-78 intramural season has already accumulated
its share of problems. Officiating,
· or more specifically non-officiating, is the major complaint heard
around Jeff these days (as far as
sports are concerned). The problem is not the quality of officials as
much as the fack of them. Believe
it or not, the entire football season
to date has been played without a
striped shirt. They are needed not .
only to be the final arbitrator in an
argument but also to keep the
argument a verbal one. Evidence
of this need was seen a couple of
weeks ago at the Phi Chi-Phi
Alpha Sigma (2) football game,
where arguing and near fights
ruined what could have been an
exciting matchup. Instead, the
only catches this reporter heard
about were the punches and verbal
abuse fielded by the participants.

There is no reason for this kind of
action and the problem is a simple
one to correct. Each football team
should leave at least one player be-hind to referee the following game,
as the indoor soccer league does.
Arrangements for the opening
game of the day could be made
with a simple phone call. And
while the subject of football is being discussed a wotd about the
playing field should be mentioned.
The blacktop next to the field has
actually been used as an out-ofbounds line, and has caused nearly
enough injury due to Blacktop
Slide Syndrome to add the disease
to the Pathology.course. Let's use
a little wisdom in selecting boundaries, team captains.

Football is not the only sport
which has officiating problems.
From witnessing the Phi Alpha
Sigma-Nu Sigma Nu indoor soccer
match and talking to various
league players I have found that
most games are played with only
one referee. This sport needs two
officials, as was the case last year,
to insure a - fair contest. In the
aforementioned game, not only
was there constant bickering and
near fisticuffs, but the referee was
physically pushed around by a
player. It is hard enough' to call·by
yourself a game where ten men are
, bouncing off walls like pinballs let
alone fearing for your health. The
players should not expect profes-

/

sional caliber referees and should

control their emotions.
This point (officiating) may
seem trivial to many readers, but
we have many talented athletes in
.the University who take their
games - seriously and play with
great intensity. I'm sure they
would like to see each game in
each sport played as fairly as possiple. ~ et' s, hope that the Commons s.:aff and team captains can
turn this situation around. The
last thing we need is someone
having to learn to suture a wound
the hard way.

oz. SIRLOIN STEAK
Soup du Jour
.Pars 1.ey ·Potatoes
1

.•

and Ice ·cream

$5.25

I

I•-

World
cont. from pg. 2
Philadelphia last month evoked ·
many legal and ethical questions.
During the weeks before the
surgery led by Dr. C. Everett Koop
of Children's Hospital, the
decision had to be made about the
legal responsibilities of allowing
one of the twins to die.
Due
to
the
peculiar
arrangement of one-and-one half
hearts the doctors knew that only
one could survive. Under the
protection of the court Dr. Koop
assented to the surgery.
The parents of the children
allowed publicity of the affair but
asked that their names not be
released. The family i.risisted on
rabbanical support because they ·
are a deeply religious Jewish
family, and would not allow the
operation without their approval.
The staff at the hospital also
faced similar ethical questions- in
letting one child survive.. Some
·
chose -not to particfpate.
Th~ surgery . was do~e with ·a staff "<>L twenty the m'orning of
October 11. The lates report is the
ont1 surviving twin is still in serious
con'd ition.
-Neeraj Kanwal ·

